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Abstract
Generalizing Dollard’s strategy, we investigate the structure
of the scattering theory associated to any large time reference
dynamics UD(t) allowing for the existence of Møller operators.
We show that (for each scattering channel) UD(t) uniquely iden-
tifies, for t→ ±∞, asymptotic dynamics U±(t); they are unitary
groups acting on the scattering spaces, satisfy the Møller inter-
polation formulas and are interpolated by the S-matrix. In view
of the application to field theory models, we extend the result to
the adiabatic procedure. In the Heisenberg picture, asymptotic
variables are obtained as LSZ-like limits of Heisenberg variables;
their time evolution is induced by U±(t), which replace the usual
free asymptotic dynamics. On the asymptotic states, (for each
channel) the Hamiltonian can by written in terms of the asymp-
totic variables as H = H±(qout/in, pout/in), H±(q, p) the gener-
ator of the asymptotic dynamics. As an application, we obtain
the asymptotic fields ψout/in in repulsive Coulomb scattering by
an LSZ modified formula; in this case, U±(t) = U0(t), so that
ψout/in are free canonical fields and H = H0(ψout/in).
MSC: 81U10, 47A40
Keywords: asymptotic dynamics, infrared problem, Coulomb scatter-
ing, LSZ condition
1
21 Introduction
As clarified by Dollard [5] [6], long range interactions require a substan-
tial modification of the standard scattering theory and for potential
scattering the situation is well understood [3].
The possibility of exploiting Dollard’s strategy, i.e., the use of a
large time reference dynamics which is not free and not even a group,
for controlling the infrared problem in QED is an interesting and, in
our opinion, open problem. Quite generally, one may ask what are the
indications of Dollard strategy for a Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimmermann
(LSZ) condition for the construction of asymptotic charged fields.
An extension of Dollard approach to QED has been proposed by
Kulish and Faddeev [11] and by Rohrlich [9], involving both the iden-
tification of a Dollard reference dynamics for large times, which takes
into account the Coulomb distortion and the infinite photon emission,
and the identification of the asymptotic fields with those proposed by
Zwanziger and arising from generalized LSZ limits [19].
The outcome of that proposal represent a substantial departure from
the standard framework; in fact, the time evolution of the asymptotic
fields is not a group and the S-matrix is not invariant under it.
In Ref. [9], such features arise as a consequence of the identification
of the dynamics of the asymptotic fields with the Dollard modification
of the free dynamics; more generally, they stem from the incorporation
of Coulomb and soft photons effects in the dynamics of asymptotic
fields [19]. It has also been argued that “distorted” asymptotic fields,
with a dynamics which is not a group, characterize the field theory
version of Coulomb scattering [17]. This implies a substantial change
from the LSZ and Haag-Ruelle (HR) notion of asymptotic fields.
The aim of this note is to investigate the general structure of the
scattering theory associated to a large time reference dynamics UD(t, s),
satisfying the flow property (but not the group property), which allows
for the existence of Møller operators as strong limits.
This will be done in a framework admitting different scattering
channels, both in the Schroedinger and Heisenberg pictures and also
in the presence of an adiabatic switching.
The main result of Section 2 is that any reference dynamics leading
to the existence of Møller operators Ω± as strong limits for t → ±∞
3(with respect to a given dynamics U(t)) uniquely determines an asymp-
totic dynamics U±(t), which is a strongly continuous unitary group and
satisfies the standard interpolation formula,
U(t)Ω± = Ω±U±(t) . (1.1)
Even if UD(t, s) is asymptotic to a free dynamics U0 for large |t|, namely
UD(t+ τ, s) ∼ U0(τ)UD(t, s), U±(t) needs not to be free.
The implications on the construction of Heisenberg asymptotic vari-
ables and S-matrix are discussed in Section 3. The Heisenberg asymp-
totic variables, conventionally qout/in(t), pout/in(t), are covariant under
U(t) and, on the scattering space, the Hamiltonian can be written as
H = Hout/in(qout/in, pout/in) , (1.2)
where Hout/in is the generator of U±(t). Thus, one recovers all the
standard properties, with the only replacement of the free Hamiltonian
H0 with Hout/in.
For of the extension of Dollard approach to the construction of
Møller operators in quantum field theory (QFT) models it is conve-
nient to introduce an adiabatic regularization and one must control the
effects arising in its removal (Section 4). Quite generally, with a proper
treatment of persistent effects like mass renormalization counterterms,
one obtains as above an asymptotic dynamics which is a group and
satisfies eq. (1.1) (Section 4).
In Section 5, the analysis of Sections 2, 3 is applied to the control
of asymptotic fields for (repulsive) Coulomb interactions; they are de-
fined as strong asymptotic limits, are space-time covariant free fields
(with no Coulomb distortion) and are interpolated by the Heisenberg
S-matrix, which is space-time translation invariant. In this case, the
adiabatic procedure of Section 4 displays the factorization of infrared
divergences. Thus, the Coulomb interaction and the corresponding dis-
tortion in Dollard reference dynamics do not imply a distortion [17] of
the asymptotic dynamics, which remains free.
An asymptotic dynamics which is still a group, in accord with the
results of Sections 2 and 4, but is not free, arises in QFT models with
infinite photon emission. In fact, the present framework and analysis
apply to a model with realistic photon emission, describing classical
particles with Coulomb interaction and translation invariant coupling
to the quantized electromagnetic field [14].
42 Dollard asymptotic limits and asymptotic
dynamics
The important contribution by Dollard on Coulomb scattering has
played a crucial role in the discussion of scattering in the presence
of long range interactions and of the infrared problem in quantum elec-
trodynamics (QED) [5] [6] [18] [3] [11] [9].
The main idea is that for the definition of the asymptotic limit one
has to replace the free dynamics by a “distorted one”, which is not a
one-parameter group. In the interaction picture this amounts to replace
U0(t) = e
−iH0t by UD(t), with
dUD(t)
dt
= −iHD(t)UD(t), (2.1)
where HD(t) is time dependent; for Coulomb scattering
HD(t) = H0 +
αm
|p| t
, UD(t) = U0(t) exp (−i
αm
|p|
sign t log |t|) . (2.2)
The role of such a distortion is to allow for the existence of the strong
limits
Ω± ≡ s− lim
t→±∞
eiHt UD±(t), (2.3)
which do not exist for eiHt U0(t), and of the S-matrix S = Ω
∗
+ Ω−.
It is worthwhile to stress that even if UD(t) is not a group, in the
literature [17] [9] it has been identified with “the dynamics of the asymp-
totic states”, with the consequence that time covariance is inevitably
lost. This is clearly a serious obstruction for the construction of space
time covariant asymptotic fields and in general for a LSZ approach. In
fact, Zwanziger proposal [19] for asymptotic fields in QED explicitly
displays such a loss of covariance.
The aim of this Section is to re-discuss Dollard’s strategy and its
implications in general, in order to question the above identification of
the asymptotic dynamics and the loss of the group law.
To this purpose we shall start by analyzing the properties of the
“large time reference dynamics” UD±(t, s) following merely by the fact
that they allow for the existence of the Møller operators.
52.1 The group of the asymptotic dynamics
We consider the scattering problem for the time evolution U(t) = e−iHt,
in a Hilbert space H, with respect to a “large time reference dynamics”
defined by a family of unitary operators UD(t) = UD(t, 0), such that,
for all “scattering vectors” ψ,
||U(t)ψ − UD(t)ϕ|| → 0, for t→ ±∞. (2.4)
This means that for large |t|, U(t)ψ is described by the reference dy-
namics UD(t) of the “reference vectors” ϕ. In order to cover the case
of different scattering channels, indexed by α (e.g. corresponding to
bound states), it is convenient to consider as reference vectors elements
of scattering spaces H±α , and reformulate the above convergence as the
existence of
Ωα± = lim
t→±∞
U∗(t)Jα± U
α
D±(t) ; Ω
α
± : H
±
α → H, (2.5)
where Jα± : H
±
α → H are isometric operators describing different chan-
nels, and UαD±(t) are the reference dynamics in H
±
α (see [3]).
Further requirements for the choice of the large time reference dy-
namics UαD±(t), in particular its relation with a free dynamics, will be
discussed later.
Such a formulation substantially reproduces the formulation of the
scattering in the interaction picture, with the generalization in which
the reference dynamics needs not to be a group. In general, the states
of H± ≡ ⊕αH
±
α may be described in terms of “scattering” algebras A
±
of operators acting in H±, respectively, and UD±(t) may be identified
with functions of such variables (i.e., elements of the von Neumann
closure of A±).
The operators Ωα± are automatically isometric; H
α
(±) ≡ Ω
α
±H
±
α are
interpreted as the spaces of asymptotic states in H for t → ±∞ and
will be assumed to be orthogonal and stable under time evolution
U(t) Ωα±H
±
α = Ω
α
±H
±
α . (2.6)
Property (2.6) follows from eq. (2.3) in the standard scattering theory,
where the reference dynamics UD(t) is a group. Its failure would lead to
serious problems for the formulation of scattering theory (see below).
6Until the end of Section 2.2, we shall work in a fixed channel and
omit the index α.
The fulfillment of eqs. (2.5), (2.6) is unaffected if UD±(t) is replaced
by UD±(t)V±, with V± unitary operators; this amounts to replace Ω±
by Ω±V±.
Proposition 2.1 Assuming eq.(2.5),
i) the following weak limit exist, ∀s ∈ R:
U±(s) ≡ w − lim
t→±∞
UD±(t)
−1UD±(t+ s) = Ω
∗
±U(s)Ω± , (2.7)
ii) the stability condition (2.6) is a necessary condition for any of the
following properties:
1) U±(s) are isometric operators, equivalently, the limit in eq.(2.7) is
strong;
2) U±(s), is a one-parameter group;
3) U(s)Ω± = Ω±U±(s).
Proof. In fact, ∀ψ, ϕ ∈ H±, one has
(ψ, UD(t)
−1UD(t+ s)ϕ) = (U
∗(t)JUD(t)ψ, U(s)U
∗(t+ s)JUD(t+ s)ϕ)
−→t→±∞ (Ω±ψ, U(s)Ω±ϕ) = (ψ, Ω
∗
±U(s)Ω±ϕ). (2.8)
Moreover, U±(s) isometric implies
1 = U∗±(s)U±(s) = Ω
∗
±U(−s)Ω±Ω
∗
±U(s)Ω± (2.9)
and by multiplication by Ω∗± and Ω± on the right and on the left,
respectively, one has, ∀ψ ∈ Ω± Ω
∗
±H ≡ P±H,
(U(s)ψ, P±U(s)ψ) = (ψ, P±ψ) = (ψ, ψ), (2.10)
i.e., P±U(s)ψ = U(s)ψ; therefore U(s) leaves P±H stable.
Similarly, if U±(s) is a one-parameter group, one has U±(s)U±(−s) = 1
and, since eq. (2.7) implies U∗±(s) = U±(−s), U±(s) is unitary. Point 3)
is immediate. ✷
Quite generally, stability follows from any interpolation equation,
U(s)W = WV (s) ⇒ U(s)WH ⊂ WH ; (2.11)
7however, given U(t) and W = Ω±, U±(s) is the only possible solution
of such an equation since U(s)Ω± = Ω±V±(s) implies V±(s) = U±(s)
by eq. (2.7).
Proposition 2.2 shows that stability under time evolution, eq. (2.6),
implies that the limit (2.7) is strong; equivalently, that for t→ ±∞
UD±(t+ s) ∼ UD±(t)U±(s), (2.12)
with U±(s) a one-parameter group, uniquely determined by eq. (2.12).
Here and in the following, ∼ denotes strong convergence to 0 of the
difference.
This means that for large |t|, the increments t → t + s are de-
scribed by the action of U±(s) on the right, briefly UD±(t) has the
one-parameter groups U± as its (unique) right asymptotic group.
For simplicity, we shall consider the case t → ∞, the extension
to t → −∞ being straightforward; in most cases we shall omit the
subscripts ±, denote the corresponding scattering spaces H± by H∞
and U+ by Uas.
Proposition 2.2 Equations (2.5),(2.6) imply the existence of the fol-
lowing strong limit, defining a strongly continuous one-parameter group
Uas(s) = e
−iHass (the asymptotic dynamics)
UD(t)
−1 UD(t + s)
s
−→t→∞ Uas(s). (2.13)
Uas(s) is the unique solution of eq. (2.12), for t→∞, and satisfies the
following interpolation formula
U(s) Ω = ΩUas(s) , on H
∞. (2.14)
Lemma 2.3 If a sequence of isometric operators Un converges strongly,
for n→∞, Un
s
−→ Ω, then Ω is isometric and
s− lim
n→∞
U∗nΩ = 1 = Ω
∗Ω , (2.15)
i.e.
s− lim
n→∞
U∗n = Ω
∗, on ΩH. (2.16)
8Proof. In fact, ∀ψ ∈ H, U∗nΩψ = U
∗
n(Unψ + χn), with χn
s
→n→∞ 0.
✷
Proof (of Proposition 2.2). By eq. (2.5), ∀ψ ∈ H∞
UD(t)
−1UD(t+ s)ψ = UD(t)
−1J∗U(t + s)U(−t− s)JUD(t+ s)ψ =
(U(t)−1JUD(t))
∗U(s)(Ωψ + χ(t)), (2.17)
with χ(t)
s
→ 0, for t→∞.
By eq. (2.6) and Lemma 2.3, the right hand side converges to
Ω∗U(s)Ωψ ≡ Uas(s)ψ, (2.18)
and, since by eq. (2.15) ΩΩ∗ = 1 on U(s) ΩH∞ ⊆ ΩH∞,
U∗as(s)Uas(s) = Ω
∗U(−s)ΩΩ∗U(s)Ω = 1;
furthermore, Uas(s)
∗ = Uas(−s) gives Uas(s)Uas(s)
∗ = 1.
Strong continuity follows from the definition of Uas(s), eq. (2.18); more-
over, since ΩΩ∗ = 1 on ΩH∞, eq. (2.6) implies the group law and
eq.(2.14), the latter by multiplying eq. (2.18) by Ω. ✷
Remark 1. Given eq. (2.5), by Prop. (2.1) strong convergence of the
l.h.s. of eq. (2.13) is actually equivalent to eq. (2.6). Equation (2.14)
shows that the time evolution of the asymptotic states in H, i.e. of the
vectors in ΩH∞, is given by a one-parameter group Uas(t), uniquely
determined by UD(t). This property, which holds for Coulomb scatter-
ing with Has = H0 [6], is therefore much more general, only depending
on the existence of the asymptotic limits, eq.(2.5), and on the stability
of the scattering states under the time evolution, eq.(2.6).
Remark 2. A free dynamics U0(t) has not entered in the above analysis
and in particular Uas(t) needs not to be a free dynamics. On the other
side, the relevance of Uas(t) is clearly displayed by eq.(2.14), which
gives it uniquely in terms of the Møller operators. Moreover, if V (t) is
a family of unitary operators, any interpolation formula
U(t)W = WV (t), with W ∗W = 1 , on H∞ (2.19)
implies that WH∞ is stable under U(t) and V (t) is a one-parameter
group. Therefore, UD(t) cannot be a candidate for such an interpolation
9with respect to U(t), (contrary to statements appeared in the literature
[17]), unless it has the group property.
Remark 3. The above results are relevant for the construction of
asymptotic limits in models with soft photon emission. In fact, as a
consequence of the absence of charged one-particle states with a definite
energy dispersion law E(p) (as implied by the presence of an infinite
number of asymptotic photons), the spectrum of H on the scattering
states cannot be that of the free HamiltonianH0 and therefore eq. (2.14)
cannot hold with Has = H0. This is explicitly shown by the model of
Ref. [14].
Remark 4. It is worthwhile to remark that U˜D(t) ≡ UD(t)V gives
U˜as(t) = V
∗Uas(t)V, Ω˜ = ΩV. (2.20)
This occurs if a change of initial time U(t)→ U(t− s) is accompanied
by UD(t) → UD(t)UD(s)
∗ = UD(t, s) (see Appendix A) rather than
by UD(t) → UD(t − s). In this case, the asymptotic dynamics, the
corresponding Møller operators and the S-matrix are given by
UD(s)Uas(t)UD(s)
∗, Ω(s) = U(s)Ω(0)UD(s)
∗,
S(s) = Ω∗+(s)Ω−(s) = UD(s)S(0)UD(s)
∗. (2.21)
2.2 Asymptotically free reference dynamics
Up to now, UD(t) has been only constrained to satisfy eqs. (2.5), (2.6).
In many cases„ however, UD(t) is constructed as a modification of the
free dynamics U0(t) ≡ e
−iH0t, needed when U(t)−1JU0(t) does not con-
verge for t → ∞. If the corrections to the free Hamiltonian are small
for large times, in a suitable sense, interesting relations arise between
UD(t) and U0(t). In Appendix A, a notion is given of “asymptotically
vanishing” modification of the free Hamiltonian, which implies (Propo-
sition A.3) the following relation between UD(t) and U0(t).
Definition 2.4 UD(t) is said to be asymptotically free if it has U0
as a left asymptotic group,
UD(t+ s) ∼|t|→∞ U0(s)UD(t), (2.22)
uniformly for s in finite intervals.
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Eq. (2.22) means that, for large |t|, the increments t → t + s are de-
scribed by the action of U0(s) on the left. Contrary to the case of a
right asymptotic group (eq. (2.12), eq. (2.22) does not identify a unique
left asymptotic group; in particular, it is always satisfied by U(t), as a
consequence of eq. (2.5). Therefore, eq. (2.22) should not be viewed as
a reconstruction of U0 from UD(t), but rather as a constraint on UD(t),
given U0.
The most important consequence of the above notion is the follow-
ing.
Proposition 2.5 If UD(t) is asymptotically free, then
Uas(s) = s− lim
t→∞
UD(t)
−1U0(s)UD(t), (2.23)
and σ(Has) ⊆ σ(H0).
Proof. Eq. (2.23) immediately follows from eq. (2.13) and eq. (2.22).
Uniform convergence for s in finite intervals implies convergence in the
sense of tempered distributions.
Moreover, ∀f ∈ S(R), denoting by f˜ its Fourier transform,
Uas(f) =
∫
σ(Has)
dEas(λ)e
−iλsf(s)ds =
=
∫
σ(Has)
dEas(λ)f˜(λ) = lim
t→∞
UD(t)
−1
∫
σ(H0)
dE0(λ)f˜(λ)UD(t),
and, therefore, the integral vanishes if supp f˜ ∩ σ(H0) = ∅, which
implies σ(Has) ⊆ σ(H0). ✷
Remark Even if U(t)−1JU0(t) does not converge, U(t) may satisfy
U0(t+ s)
−1J∗U(t + s) ∼ U0(t)
−1J∗U(t), on ΩH∞,
equivalently
J∗ U(t + s)Ω ∼ U0(s)J
∗U(t) Ω, (2.24)
i.e., J∗ U(t) J may have U0 as a left asymptotic group.
Given eq. (2.5), eq. (2.24) is actually equivalent to eq. (2.22); in fact, by
eq. (2.5), on H∞ (J∗ J = 1)
J∗U(t + s)Ω ∼ UD(t+ s),
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U0(s)UD(t) = U0(s)J
∗U(t)U(t)−1JUD(t) ∼ U0(s)J
∗U(t)Ω.
Then, both the left and the right hand sides of eqs. (2.22), (2.24) are
asymptotically equivalent and UD(t) is asymptotically free iff so is U(t)
on ΩH∞.
2.3 Time reversal invariance and S-matrix
The above analysis of the scattering for each channel α allows for the
description of the scattering in terms of vectors in H± = ⊕αH
±
α and of
operators Ω± = ⊕αΩ
α
±, U±(t) = ⊕αU
α
±: ∀ψ ∈ Ω±H
±
U(t)ψ ∼t→±∞
∑
Jα±U
α
D±(t)ψ
α
±, ψ
α
± = Ω
α ∗
± ψ ∈ H
±, (2.25)
U(t)Ω±ψ± = Ω± U±(t)ψ±, (2.26)
with U±(t) the one-parameter groups which describe the time evolution
in H±.
Under the above assumptions, eqs. (2.5), (2.6), the S-matrix S =
Ω∗+Ω− : H
− →H+ satisfies
S U−(t) = U+(t)S, (2.27)
and is isometric iff
Ω−H
− = Ω+H
+. (2.28)
In general, under a modification of the reference dynamics by uni-
tary operators V± the S matrix transforms covariantly and eq. (2.28)
still holds with U± redefined as in eq. (2.20):
UD±(t)→ UD±(t) V± , S → V
∗
+ S V−. (2.29)
Up to now, the description of the scattering spaces and the asso-
ciated operators J±, UD± are independent and unrelated and one has
two asymptotic dynamics Uas(t), as = ±, acting in H
±. A link between
them may be obtained by using time reversal invariance. In particular,
one may look for conditions which allow for an identification of the two
asymptotic dynamics at t→ ±∞. To this purpose, we assume that
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1) the Hamiltonian H is invariant under time reversal T ;
2) the operators Jα± : H
±
α → H may be chosen such that
RanJα− = RanJ
α
+ = T RanJ
α
−. (2.30)
3) The invariance of H+ under the time reversal T+ ≡ ⊕αJ
α ∗
+ T J
α
+
induced by T on H+, i.e.
H+ = T+H+ T+ (2.31)
Given UαD+(t) for t > 0, satisfying eqs. (2.5), (2.6), 1) and 2) imply
that one may always take, for each channel (omitting the index α, for
brevity)
UD−(−t) = J
∗
−TJ+UD+(t)J
∗
+TJ− = T
−1
∞ UD+(t) T∞, T∞ ≡ J
∗
+TJ−,
(2.32)
as a reference large time dynamics, for negative times. Then, the so
defined reference dynamics satisfy eqs. (2.5), (2.6) for both t > 0 and
t < 0 and
Ω− ≡ lim
t→∞
U(−t)−1 J− UD(−t) = T Ω+T∞ . (2.33)
Furthermore, with T∞ ≡ ⊕αJ
α ∗
+ T J
α
+, one has
U−(t) = T
−1
∞ U+(−t)T∞, i.e., H− = T
−1
∞ H+T∞ . (2.34)
3) is equivalent to
H− = J
∗H+ J , J ≡ ⊕αJ
α ∗
+ J
α
− : H− →H+, (2.35)
corresponding, for each channel, to the equation
H− = T
−1
∞ H+T∞ = J
∗
−TJ+H+J
∗
+TJ− = J
∗
−J+T+H+T+J+J
∗
− =
= J∗−J+H+ J
∗
+J− .
In conclusion, if eq. (2.30) holds, one may identify
H+ = H− ≡ H∞, A+ = A− ≡ A∞, H+ = H− ≡ H∞. (2.36)
Under the above assumptions, one has
T∞ S T∞ = S
∗, on H∞, (2.37)
and
S U∞(t) = U∞(t)S , U∞(t) ≡ e
−iH∞t . (2.38)
The resulting picture is strictly analogous to standard scattering theory,
with the one-parameter group U∞(t) playing exactly the same role of
the free dynamics U0(t), on the scattering spaces.
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3 Scattering in the Heisenberg picture
In view of the possible extension of the above discussion to quantum
field theory, where the Schroedinger picture meets substantial problems,
we discuss the implication of the above results on the formulation of
scattering in the Heisenberg picture.
3.1 Heisenberg asymptotic variables
The discussion of the asymptotic limits t→ ±∞ and of the scattering
processes may more economically be done in terms of (Heisenberg)
asymptotic variables acting in the Hilbert space H.
For each variable A ∈ A± we introduce a Heisenberg asymptotic
variable AHout/in acting on Hout/in ≡ Ω±H± ⊆ H, by the equation
(ψ, AHout/in ψ) = (ψ±, Aψ±) , ψ ∈ Hout/in , ψ± = Ω
∗
±ψ ∈ H
± , (3.1)
i.e.,
AHout/in = Ω± AΩ
∗
±, = ⊕αΩ
α
±A
αΩα ∗± ≡ ⊕αA
H α
out/in in Hout/in .
(3.2)
The operatorsAHout/in have the same (canonical) structure of the original
A ∈ A± and, by eq. (2.14), their Heisenberg time evolution is
U(t)∗AHout/inU(t) = Ω± U±(t)
∗AU±(t)Ω
∗
± = (U±(t)
∗AU±(t))out/in .
(3.3)
Eq. (3.3) gives the time evolution of the Heisenberg asymptotic opera-
tors in terms of the asymptotic dynamics defined by eq. (2.13) in the
scattering spaces H±. The operators UD±(t) are assumed to be func-
tions of operators belonging to A±, i.e. to belong to their von Neumann
closure. Therefore, by eq. (2.13), so are the operators U±(t) and their
generators H± may be identified with functions Hout/in of such vari-
ables; denoting for convenience by q±, p± the generators of A±,
H± = Hout/in(q±, p±). (3.4)
Thus, by eq. (2.14), on D(H) ∩ Hout/in one has
H = Ω±Hout/in(q±, p±)Ω
∗
± = Hout/in(q
H
out/in, p
H
out/in). (3.5)
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i.e., H is given, on Hout/in , by a function of the Heisenberg asymp-
totic operators, the function being identified by the Dollard dynamics
through the construction of Proposition 2.2.
A relevant question is whether AHout/in may be obtained exclusively
in terms of Heisenberg operators AH acting in H. Indeed, by putting,
for each channel α, A ∈ A±,
αtD±(A) ≡ UD±(t)AU
∗
D±(t) , A
H ≡ J±AJ
−1
± , (3.6)
one has, on Hout/in,
AHout/in = s− lim
t→±∞
U(t)∗ (αtD±(A))
H U(t) (3.7)
= s− lim
t→±∞
U(t)∗ UHD±(t)A
H UHD±(t)
∗ U(t) (3.8)
with UHD±(t) ≡ J± UD±(t) J
−1
± .
Eq. (3.8) gives the Heisenberg asymptotic operators as strong lim-
its of Heisenberg Dollard-evolved operators. We recall that, in the
standard Heisenberg scattering theory, the role of the free evolution is
twofold: i) it provides the reference large time dynamics for the ex-
istence of the asymptotic limits, ii) it describes the time evolution of
the resulting (Heisenberg) asymptotic fields. It should be stressed that
a time dependent modification of the free dynamics (needed for the
existence of the asymptotic limit) cannot describe the time evolution
of the asymptotic variables, since it is not a group; on the other hand
it uniquely determines the group of asymptotic dynamics, eq. (2.13),
which gives the time evolution of the Heisenberg asymptotic operators,
eq. (3.5).
3.2 The S-matrix
The definition of the S-matrix in Section 2.3 essentially relies on the in-
teraction picture and for a comparison with the discussion of scattering
in field theory in the Heisenberg picture, it is convenient to introduce
the S-matrix SH in the Heisenberg picture.
Under the standard assumption (2.30), SH is defined on Hin =
Ω−H− ⊆ H by
SH ≡ Ω+ J Ω
∗
− = Ω− S
∗ J Ω∗−, (3.9)
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and it is unitary iff RanΩ− = Ran Ω+.
An important property of SH is its invariance under the time evo-
lution U(t), which follows from eq. (2.35),(whereas, under the above
assumptions the S-matrix S in the Schroedinger picture is invariant
under U∞, eq. (2.38)). In fact, by using eqs. (2.14), (2.35), one has
U(t)SH = U(t)Ω+ JΩ
∗
− = Ω+ U+(t) J Ω
∗
− =
= Ω+ J U−(t) Ω
∗
− = Ω+ J Ω
∗
−U(t) = SH U(t). (3.10)
Therefore, with the identifications (2.36), one has
SH = Ω+ Ω
∗
− = Ω− S
∗Ω∗−, U(t)SH = SH U(t). (3.11)
Furthermore, SH interpolates between the Heisenberg out/in asymp-
totic variables; in fact, by eq. (3.2), ∀α, one has:
AH αout = SH A
H α
in S
∗
H , on Hout ⊆ H. (3.12)
As a result, in each irreducible representation of the operatorsAHout/in, as
also emphasized in the LSZ and Haag-Ruelle approach, SH is identified
by eq. (3.12), so that it may be obtained exclusively in terms of the
Heisenberg asymptotic variables AHout/in, given by limits of Heisenberg
variables, eq. (3.7), with no reference to the Møller operators, nor to an
interaction picture.
Eq. (3.7) has the form of an asymptotic LSZ (HR) formula, where
the free evolution (usually encoded in the test functions) is replaced by
the Dollard transformation αtD±, eq. (3.6):
AHout/in = s− lim
t→±∞
AHLSZ(t) on Hout/in , (3.13)
AHLSZ(t) ≡ U(t)
∗ (αtD±(A))
H U(t). Thus, the generalized Dollard strat-
egy provides a candidate for a modified LSZ construction of asymptotic
variables and S-matrix , with the following results:
1) asymptotic variables (or fields) are obtained as strong limits of
Heisenberg variables, eq. (3.13) playing the role of the LSZ asymptotic
condition; they are time translation covariant and their time evolution
is given by the asymptotic dynamics U±, eq. (3.3);
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2) the Hamiltonian H may be written as a function Hout/in of the
asymptotic variables, eq. (3.5); in contrast to ordinary scattering the-
ory, in general Hout/in is not a free Hamiltonian. However, if UD(t) is
asymptotically free, eq. (2.22), Hout/in is related to the free Hamilto-
nian by eq. (2.23). In fact, in a model of QED [14], Hout/in is a free
Hamiltonian in terms of the ordinary LSZ limit of the photon field and
of the modified LSZ limit of the charged fields.
3) the S-matrix intertwines between the in/out variables, eq. (3.12),
and this property defines it up to a phase in each irreducible represen-
tation of the asymptotic variables.
The emerging picture is very different from that proposed by Schwe-
ber, Rohrlich and Zwanziger [17] [9] [19], since there the evolution of
their asymptotic states and asymptotic fields is given by the Dollard-
Kulish-Faddeev reference dynamics UD(t), which is not a group (with
the drawback that the S-matrix in the Schroedinger picture is not co-
variant under it and even energy conservation becomes problematic).
In their approach, the absence of an interpolation formula also pre-
vents the expression of the Hamiltonian H as a function Hout/in of the
asymptotic fields, eq. (3.5).
The point is that the asymptotic fields, AZout/in(t), proposed by
Zwanziger actually describe a large time behavior of the fields and
are not the result of (strong) LSZ asymptotic limits, in contrast to
eq. (3.13).
4 Adiabatic procedure for Dollard reference
dynamics
The standard regularization of the dynamics at large times by an adi-
abatic switching is not a substitute of Dollard strategy [7]. However,
its use in combination with a reference dynamics UD(t) provides useful
information, already in the case of Coulomb scattering, as we shall see.
Moreover, in general, its use is necessary for the construction of
Möller operators in quantum field theory models, in particular for in-
frared models. In fact, it use in the model of Ref. [14] allows for the full
control of the infrared problem, including the asymptotic limit of the
charged fields.
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The standard adiabatic procedure consists in switching off the inter-
action for large times by replacing the coupling constant, g 7→ e−ε|t|g,
i.e., HI(g) 7→ HI(e
−ε|t|g). This amounts to the replacement of U(t) by
Uε(t) with Uε(t) satisfying
idUε(t)/dt = (H0 +HI(e
−ε|t|g))Uε(t) ≡ Hε(t)Uε(t) , Uε(0) = 1 .
(4.1)
In the treatment of scattering processes ofN particles, such a procedure
applies to the N particle channel, for which H± can be identified with
H.
Quite generally, an adiabatic switching can be formalized by the
replacement of U(t) = U(g, t) by Uε(t) = Uε(g, t) satisfying
i) Uε(t)→ U(t), for ε→ 0,
ii) Uε(g, t+ s) = Uε(ge−εs, t)Uε(g, s) , for sign s = sign t.
Eq (ii) follows if Uε(g, t) is the unique solution of eq.(˙4.1) and naturally
arises from the time ordered exponential formula for its solution.
In order to identify the non-trivial points arising for the removal
of the adiabatic switching after the limit t → ±∞, we first discuss
the case of scattering with respect to a large time reference dynamics
U0(t) which is a one-parameter unitary group in H, with the following
assumptions:
1) Existence of the Møller operators for ε > 0. Namely, Uε(g, t)−1U0(t)
converge strongly, to isometric operators Ωε0(g) ≡ Ω
ε
0,
s− lim
t→∞
Uε(t)−1U0(t) = Ω
ε
0(g) . (4.2)
By the same argument of Proposition 2.2, with U, UD replaced by U0, U
ε
respectively, eq. (4.2) implies that the following limit exists and defines
a unitary one-parameter group U˜ε(s) on Ωε0H
lim
t→∞
Uε(t)−1Uε(t+ s)Ωε0 = U˜
ε(s) Ωε0 (4.3)
with
U˜ε(t) Ωε0 = Ω
ε
0 U0(t) on H . (4.4)
2) Convergence of the Møller operators when ε → 0. Namely, Ωε0(g)
converges strongly to an isometric operator Ω0(g), as ε → 0; then, by
eq. (4.3),
lim
ε→0
U˜ε(s) Ωε0 = lim
ε→0
U˜ε(s) Ω0 = U(s) Ω0 , (4.5)
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U(s) Ω0 = Ω0 U0(s) , (4.6)
with U(s) a one-parameter unitary group on Ωε0H which coincides with
U(s) under the following assumption.
3) Stability of the limit ε→ 0 under a change of the switching of order
ε. Actually, only independence on the choice of the origin of time is
needed, ge−ε|t| → ge−ε|t+t0|, t0 ∈ IR, i.e.,
Ωε0(ge
−εt0) −→ε→0 Ω0(g) (4.7)
strongly. Eq. (4.7) implies
Uε(ge−εs, t)−1 Uε(g, t) Ωε0(g)
= Uε(ge−εs, t)−1 U0(t) (U
ε(g, t)−1U0(t))
∗Ωε0(g)
→t→∞ Ω
ε
0(ge
−εs) Ωε ∗0 Ω
ε
0 →ε→0 Ω0(g) . (4.8)
Then, since by eq. (4.3) and ii)
U˜ε(s) Ωε0 = lim
t→∞
Uε(t− s)−1 Uε(t)) Ωε0
= lim
t→∞
Uε(g,−s)−1 Uε(geεs, t)−1 Uε(t)) Ωε0(g) ,
one has, by eqs. (4.5),(4.8),
U(s) Ω0 = lim
ε→0
U˜ε(s) Ωε0 = U(s)Ω0 . (4.9)
Therefore, eq. (4.5) gives the standard interpolation formula
U(s) Ω0 = Ω0 U0(s) . (4.10)
The validity of eq. (4.7) and, more generally, of eq. (4.10) in QFT
models may require the introduction of mass counterterms, as discussed
in Appendix B and in Ref. [14].
In presence of long range interactions, Ωε0 does not converge and
one has to combine the adiabatic switching with the use of a suitable
reference dynamics.
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In this case, also the definition of UD(t) requires an adiabatic switch-
ing, which may be performed by replacing UD(t) is by unitary operators
UεD(t), satisfying
idUεD(t)/dt = (H0 +HID(t, e
−ε|t|g))UεD(t), U
ε
D(0) = 1 ,
such that the following strong limits exist
s− lim
t→±∞
Uε(t)−1UεD(t) ≡ Ω
ε
±, (4.11)
s− lim
ε→0
Ωε± ≡ Ω±. (4.12)
In particular, for Coulomb scattering, as we shall see in Section 5.2,
eqs. (4.2), (4.3) hold if U0(t) is replaced by U
ε
D(t) defined (for |t| large)
by
i
dUεD(t)
dt
= (H0 +
αm
|p| |t|
e−ε|t|)UεD(t). (4.13)
In general, we shall consider an adiabatic switching Uε(t), satisfying
i), ii) and eq. (4.2) and a family of unitary operators UεD(t) for which
we assume:
1) For all ε > 0, the following limits exist and define unitary operators:
s− lim
t→∞
UεD(t)
−1 U0(t) = V
ε, V ε unitary operators. (4.14)
Eqs. (4.2),(4.14) imply, ∀ ε > 0,
Uε(t)−1 UεD(t)
s
→t→∞ Ω
ε
0V
ε∗ ≡ Ωε , (4.15)
UεD(t)
−1 UεD(t+ s)
s
→t→∞ U
ε
as(s) = V
εU0(s)V
ε∗. (4.16)
Eq. (4.3) holds as before and eqs. (4.4),(4.15),(4.16) imply the following
interpolation formula between two unitary groups
Ωε Uεas(s) = U˜
ε(s) Ωε. (4.17)
2) UεD(t) must be chosen in such a way that Ω
ε converges strongly, as
ε→ 0, therefore defining isometric operators Ω:
Ωε
s
→ε→0 Ω . (4.18)
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3) Stability of the limit ε→ 0 under a change of the switching of order
ε as in eq. (4.7), namely
Ωε(g, s) ≡ lim
t→∞
Uε(ge−εs, t)UεD(g, t)
s
−→ε→0 Ω(g) , (4.19)
the existence of the limit t → ∞ following from eq. (4.2),(4.14) as for
eq. (4.15).
As before (see eqs. (4.8),(4.9)), eq. (4.19) implies
lim
ε→0
U˜ε(s) Ωε(g) = lim
ε→0
Uε(g,−s)−1Ωε(g, s) = U(s) Ω(g) . (4.20)
Furthermore, eq. (4.17) implies stability of the range of Ω under U(s)
and therefore convergence of Uεas(s) = Ω
ε ∗ U˜ε(s) Ωε and of Uε ∗as (s), as
ε → 0, to a strongly continuous group of unitary operators Uas(s),
satisfying
U(s) Ω = ΩUas(s) . (4.21)
Equations (4.16) also implies
Uas(s) = lim
ε→0
V ε U0(s) V
ε ∗ . (4.22)
Equation (4.22) is close to eq. (2.31). Actually, eq. (4.14), multiplied by
its adjoint,
UεD(t+ s)
−1 U0(t+ s)U0(t)
−1UεD(t)
s
→t→∞ 1
implies that UεD(t) is asymptotically free, eq. (2.22).
It is worthwhile to stress that, even within a strategy of adiabatic
regularization, the asymptotic dynamics Uas(s) is a strongly continuous
one-parameter group. This property is already shared by Uεas(s), solely
as a consequence of eqs. (4.2), (4.14).
The S-matrix is defined by S = Ω∗+Ω− and, if Ran Ω+ = Ran Ω−,
S is unitary and
S = lim
ε→0
Ωε∗+Ω
ε
− = lim
ε→0
V ε+ S
ε
0 V
ε∗
− , S
ε
0 ≡ Ω
ε∗
0+Ω
ε
0−; (4.23)
using T Uε(t) T = Uε(−t), the discussion of Section 2.3 applies, with
U± defined by the limit ε→ 0 of eq. (4.16).
The operators V ε± completely account for the corrections required,
with respect to the standard approach, as a consequence of long range
interactions and/or infrared effects (which prevent the convergence of
the “cutoff” S-matrix Sε0 as ε→ 0). By eq. (4.22), they also provide the
link between the asymptotic dynamics U±(t) and U0(t).
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5 Asymptotic fields in Coulomb scattering
The N -body Coulomb scattering has been discussed in the literature
[5] [6] [3], but some hidden delicate points have not been emphasized,
with the result that incorrect conclusions have appeared [17].
The purpose of this section is to revisit the problem with the help of
the general discussion of the previous sections. In particular, we shall
focus our attention on the existence of asymptotic fields and their space
time covariance, also in view of the fact that Coulomb distortions play
an important role in the discussion of the asymptotic limit of fields in
full quantum electrodynamics [11] [19] [9].
To this purpose, we consider the field theory formulation of Coulomb
repulsive interaction described by the (non-relativistic) Hamiltonian
H = H0 +HI , H0 =
∫
d3p (p2/2m)ψ(p)∗ψ(p),
HI = 12e
2
∫
d3x d3y
1
4pi|x− y|
ψ∗(x)ψ∗(y)ψ(y)ψ(x), (5.1)
where ψ, ψ∗ are canonical (bosonic or fermionic) fields.
Such a model has been discussed [17] in order to get information
on the asymptotic limit of charged fields in quantum electrodynamics
(QED) and the relevant point is the control of the asymptotic limit of
ψ(p, t).
In subsection 5.1 we shall show that
1) asymptotic limits ψout/in of the charged field operators are obtained
by using Dollard reference dynamics;
2) they are space time covariant free fields (U(t) ≡ e−iHt)
ψout/in(p, t) ≡ U(t)
∗ ψout/in(p)U(t) = e
−ip2t/2m ψout/in(p); (5.2)
3) the Heisenberg S-matrix SH exists as a unitary operator, free of
infrared divergences, and satisfies
SH ψin = ψout SH , SH U(t) = U(t)SH . (5.3)
In subsection 5.2 the ε regularization of Dollard approach shall be
discussed, providing a factorization of the infrared divergences in the
S-matrix.
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5.1 Heisenberg asymptotic fields
Denoting byN the number operator, the model is defined on the Hilbert
space H = ⊕nH
n, NHn = nHn. In fact, the Hamiltonian H commutes
with N , H =
∑
nH
n with Hn self adjoint on Dn ≡ D(H0) ∩H
n, since
HI is Kato small with respect to H0 on each D
n; hence H is essentially
self-adjoint on D(H) = ∪nD
n.
For any n, according to the center of mass decomposition Hn =
L2(R3)⊗ L2(R3(n−1)), we define
H ′n ≡ H
n −HnCM = 1⊗ (h0n + vn), vn(x) ≡ e
2
∑
i<j
1
4pi|xi − xj |
,
(5.4)
with HnCM ≡ (
∑
pi)
2/2nm, x = x1, ...xn; hn ≡ h0n + vn is self-adjoint
on D(h0n).
The repulsive potential implies that there is only the free particle
channel, so that the scattering spaces H± may be identified with H.
In fact, for given n, the channels are indexed by the point spectrum
of H ′n1 , ...H
′
nk
, for all partitions of 1, ...n in k subsets, consisting of ni
particles (Ref. [3], Theor.6.15.1) and, as proved below, ∀n, H ′n has no
point spectrum.
Proposition 5.1 1) The Hamiltonians H ′n have no point spectrum;
2) the following strong limits exist
s− lim
t→±∞
U(t)∗ UD(t) ≡ Ω±, (5.5)
UD(t) = e
−iH0t exp−i sign t ln |t|
e2m
8pi
∫
dq dp
|p− q|
ψ∗(p)ψ(q)∗ψ(q)ψ(p) ;
3) Ω± are unitary operators, i.e. asymptotic completeness holds;
4) furthermore
s− lim
t→±∞
UD(t)
−1 UD(t+ s) = e
−iH0s ≡ U0(t), (5.6)
U(t)Ω± = Ω± U0(t) . (5.7)
Proof. We give a few lines proof of the absence of point spectrum
of H ′n, which is somewhat hidden in the literature [12] [13]. It exploits
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the fact that the expectation of the infinitesimal variation of the kinetic
and potential energy under dilations always have the same sign, whereas
their sum vanishes on eigenvectors.
Since Dn = D(HCM) ⊗ D(h0n), for any given n the absence of point
spectrum of H ′n is equivalent to the absence of eigenstates in D
n. The
operator
DR ≡
n∑
i=1
pi · xi fR(|x|), |x| =
∑
i
|xi|, fR(|x|) = f(|x|/R) ∈ D(R),
f ≥ 0, f(|x|) = 1, for |x| ≤ δ, and its adjoint D∗R are well defined on
Dn, which is stable under xifR.
We denote by vε the regularization of the potential v(|x|) by the re-
placement |x| → (|x|2+ ε2)1/2. Then
∑
i xi ·∇ivε ≤ 0 and, by the Kato
estimates, ∀ψ ∈ Dn, vεψ → vψ, for ε→ 0. Now,
i(D∗Rψ, vεψ)− i(vεψ, DRψ) =
∫
dx
∑
i
∇ivε · xifRψ¯(x)ψ(x) ≤ 0.
(5.8)
On the other hand, if H ′nψ = Eψ, then v
εψ → (E− h0n)ψ and the left
hand side of eq. (5.8) converges to
−i[(D∗Rψ, h0n ψ)− (h0nψ,DR ψ)] ≡ ∆HR .
Moreover,
xifRh0nψ = h0nxifRψ +m
−1[∇i(fRψ)−
∑
j
∇j(fRψ)/n] + χR,
with χR → 0, for R→∞.
Then, since pjD
n ⊆ D(pi), ∀i, j, ∀χ ∈ D
n one has (piψ, h0nχ) =
(h0nψ, piχ) and, for R→∞,
∆HR ∼ m
−1[
∑
i
(∇iψ, ∇i fRψ) + (
∑
i
∇iψ,
∑
j
∇j(fRψ)/n)] ,
which converges to 2(ψ, h0nψ) > 0, contradicting eq. (5.8).
The existence of Ω± has been proved by Dollard [6]; the unitarity of
Ω±, i.e. asymptotic completeness, is a special case of theorem 6.15.1 of
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[3] (which uses the same Dollard modified asymptotic dynamics), since
only the N -particle channel enters in eq. (6.15.4) of Ref. [3].
The left hand side of eq. (5.6) is given by
U0(s) exp−i ln
|t+ s|
|t|
e2m
8pi
∫
dq dp |p− q|−1 ψ∗(p)ψ(q)∗ψ(q)ψ(p) .
(5.9)
Such unitary operators converge strongly to U0(s) on the dense sub-
space ∪n εH
n
δ , with H
n
δ ⊂ L
2(R3n) defined by f(p1, ...pn) = 0 whenever
|pi−pj| ≤ δ, for some i, j. By unitarity, such strong convergence holds
on H. By Proposition 2.2, this implies the interpolation formula (5.7),
which has also been proved by Dollard. ✷
Putting ρ(q) ≡ ψ∗(q)ψ(q) and denoting by ρt, ψt the Heisenberg
fields at time t, we have
Proposition 5.2 1) The Heisenberg fields
ψLSZ(p, t) ≡ U(t)
∗UD(t)ψ(p)UD(t)
∗U(t)
= eiρt(Ct(p)) eip
2t/2m ψt(p) , (5.10)
with
ρt(Ct(p)) ≡ − sign t ln |t|
e2m
4pi
∫
dq
ρt(q)
|p− q|
converge strongly on ∪nH
n, for t → ±∞, after L2 smearing in p and
define asymptotic fields ψout/in
ψout/in(f) = s− lim
t→±∞
ψLSZ(f, t) , ∀f ∈ L
2(d3p) ; (5.11)
2) ψout/in are space time covariant canonical free fields
ψout/in(p, t) ≡ U(t)
∗ ψout/in(p)U(t) = e
−ip2t/2m ψout/in(p) . (5.12)
and
H = H0(ψout/in, ψ
∗
out/in), on D(H); (5.13)
3) the Heisenberg S-matrix SH is a unitary operator and satisfies
SH ψin = ψout SH , [SH , U(t) ] = 0; (5.14)
furthermore, the Schroedinger S-matrix S = Ω∗+ Ω− is unitary and com-
mutes with U0(t)
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Proof. The limits (5.11) exist on each Hn as a consequence of the
unitarity of Ω± (point 3 of Proposition 5.1). Eqs. (5.12), (5.13), (5.14)
follow by the general results of Section 3, with Hout/in = H. ✷
In agreement with the discussion of Section 3.1 (eqs. (3.7), (3.13)),
eq. (5.11) provides a LSZ (HR) formula for the asymptotic limit of the
charged fields, the Dollard correction amounting to the replacement
ψt(p)→ ψt(p) e
iρ(Ct(p)
The asymptotic fields ψout/in are substantially different from those
proposed by Zwanziger ([19], eq. (4)) and argued by Schweber to fol-
low from Dollard-Kulish-Faddeev approach (on the basis of an incor-
rect interpolation formula, eq. (6) in [17]). A crucial property which
distinguishes our ψout/in from those proposed by Zwanziger and later
considered by Rohrlich [9] is their space time covariance and free time
evolution, exactly as in the short range case. The essential point is
that Coulomb distortions do not affect the dynamics of asymptotic
fields, eq. (5.12) and the Dollard modification has the role of allowing
for the existence of the asymptotic limits through a modification of the
LSZ prescription, eq. (5.10).
We remark that, even if the asymptotic fields depend on the (arbi-
trary) choice of an initial time, implicit in the Dollard dynamics, nei-
ther their canonical structure of the (anti)commutation relations nor
their time evolution are affected. Such arbitrariness amounts to unitary
tranformations, as discussed in Section 2.1.
The construction of the asymptotic variables may also be done di-
rectly on the observables xi, pi, according to eq. (3.7). The Dollard
correction vanishes for the momenta and one has
eib·pi;out/in = s− lim
t→±∞
U∗(t) eib·pi U(t) ; (5.15)
in fact, the limit defines a (weakly measurable and therefore) strongly
continuous one-parameter group. By the estimates
||
eib·p − 1
|b|
U(t)ψ|| ≤ |||p|U(t)ψ|| ≤ ||(mH0 + 1)U(t)ψ|| ,
and, by the Kato estimate ||H0 U(t)ψ|| ≤ c||Hψ||+b||ψ||, the derivative
with respect to (bi)k is defined by a limit which is uniform in t and one
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has
pi;out/in = s− lim
t→±∞
U∗(t)pi U(t), onD(H0). (5.16)
For the positions, since again the limit defines a strongly continuous
one-parameter group, one has
eia·xi;out/in = s− lim
t→±∞
U∗(t)eia·(xi−pit/m) e−i sign t ln |t|[vD(p+a)−vD(p)] U(t) ,
(5.17)
where
vD(pi) =
e2
4pi
∑
j 6=i
1
|pi − pj |
;
the result is set of canonical variables xi;out/in, pi;out/in; their time
evolution is free, as a consequence of eq. (5.13),
U∗(t)xi;out/in U(t) = xi;out/in + pi;out/in t /m . (5.18)
5.2 Adiabatic procedure for Coulomb scattering
An ε regularization combined with Dollard approach (Section 4) pro-
vides an explicit separation of the infrared divergences in the S-matrix
and their factorization, in the case of Coulomb scattering.
The ε regularized dynamics Uε(t) is defined as the solution of equa-
tion (4.1), with HI given by eq. (5.1), which exists and is unique as
a consequence of Proposition A.1 and the Kato smallness of HI with
respect to H0 on each D
n. Similarly, according to Section 4, an ε
regularized dynamics UεD(t) is defined as
UεD(t) = U0(t)e
−iL(ε,t)VD , L(ε, t) ≡ sign t
∫ |t|
1
ds e−ε s/s , (5.19)
VD ≡
e2m
8pi
∫
dq dp |p− q|−1 ψ∗(p)ψ(q)∗ψ(q)ψ(p) . (5.20)
Proposition 5.3 For t → ±∞, Uε(t) and UεD(t) satisfy eqs. (4.2),
(4.4), (4.14), (4.15), (4.18), (4.20), (4.23), with Ω± given by eq. (5.5).
Proof. For the proof of eq. (4.2), we note that ∀ψ ∈ Dn
||(d/dt)Uε(t)∗ U0(t)|| = e
−ε|t|||HIU0(t)ψ|| ≤ e
−ε|t|(cn||H0ψ||+ bn||ψ||) ,
(5.21)
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which is integrable in t. Equation (4.4) follows.
For eq. (4.14), we note that exp[iL(ε, t) VD] are multiplication opera-
tors which converge strongly, for t → ±∞, on ∪n δH
n
δ (where |pi −
pj | ≥ δ) and therefore on H, to the unitary multiplication operators
V ε± = exp[iL(ε,±∞) VD]. This implies eqs. (4.15), (4.16), and therefore
eq. (4.17) with Uεas(s) = U0(s), ∀ε > 0.
For eq. (4,19) it is enough to prove, that ∀ψ ∈ Sn, ε ≡ S(R
3n) ∩ Hnδ ,
limt→∞ U
ε(t)∗ UεD(t)ψ is uniform in ε, so that the limits may be inter-
changed and one gets (t→∞ for simplicity)
lim
ε→0
lim
t→+∞
Uε(t)∗ UεD(t)ψ = lim
t→+∞
lim
ε→0
Uε(t)∗ UεD(t)ψ = Ωψ . (5.22)
To prove uniformity in ε we show that
||(d/dt)Uε(t)∗ UεD(t)|| = e
−εt||(HI − VD/t)U
ε
D(t)ψ|| . (5.23)
is majorized, independently of ε, by an integrable function of t. In fact,
denoting
Rεψ(t) ≡ (U
ε
D(t)− Tte
−iL(ε,t)VD)ψ = Tt(e
i(m/2t)
∑
i x
2
i − 1)e−iL(ε,t)VD ψ ,
Tt ≡ U0(t) e
−i(m/2t)
∑
i x
2
i ,
Dollard estimates ([6], eqs. (134), (138))
||Rεψ(t)|| ≤ c(ln |t|)
6/|t|, || |xi − xj|
−1Rεψ(t)|| ≤ c
′(ln |t|)6/|t|2
follow from
|e−iL(ε,t)VDψ(x)| ≤ c”
(ln |t|)6
(1 +
∑
i x
2
i )
3
,
1
|xi − xj |
Tt = Tt
m
|pi − pj | |t|
,
using the Kato smallness of |pi − pj |
−1 with respect to ∆p:
|| |pi − pj |
−1 f ||L2 ≤ a||x
2f ||L2 + b||f ||L2 ;
then,
||(HI − VD/t)U
ε
D(t)ψ|| ≤ ||HI R
ε
ψ(t)||+ ||R
ε
VDψ
(t)||/t = O((ln |t|)6/t2) .
(5.24)
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Since Uεas = U0, Ω
ε → Ω and eq. (4.17) imply the strong convergence
U˜ε(s) Ωε → ΩU0(s) ; (5.25)
eq. (5.7) and unitarity of Ω imply U˜ε(s) → U(s), so that eq. (4.20)
holds. Eq. (4.18) and asymptotic completeness imply eq. (4.23). ✷
Remark. Stability of the ε regularization, in the sense of condition
3) of Section 4, also holds since a modified adiabatic switching, e2 →
e2 e−ε|t+s|, in the definition of Uε(t) changes the r.h.s. of eq. (5.23) only
by the addition of a term e−εtO(ε)/t, which gives a contribution to the
r.h.s. of eq. (5.22) bounded by O(ε) ln 1/ε; then Ωε(e2e−εs) → Ω(e2)
as ε → 0. As in Section 4, stability of the ε regularization implies
U˜ε(s)→ U(s) and therefore eq.,(5.7).
Eqs. (4.15), (4.18) allow for a representation of the S-matrix in the
form
S = lim
ε→0
eiL(ε,∞)VD Sε0 e
−iL(ε,−∞)VD , (5.26)
with
Sε0 ≡ Ω
ε ∗
0+Ω
ε
0−, (5.27)
the standard S-matrix with an adiabatic ε regularization.
Since
L(ε,∞) = −L(ε,−∞) ∼ ln ε , (5.28)
one has an explicit factorization of the infrared divergences, given by
the divergent operator ei ln ε VD on both sides of the standard S-matrix.
Such operators are diagonal in p space and reduce to phase factors
there.
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Appendix
A Conditions for an asymptotically free ref-
erence dynamics
A natural condition on a reference dynamics UD(t) is that it is the
solution of eq. (2.1) with δHD(t) ≡ HD(t) − H0 "vanishing at large
times" (see e.g. eq. (2.2)). In order to make such a condition more
precise, we consider a concrete version of theorems by Kato [10]:
Proposition A.1 Let HD(t) = H0 + δHD(t) on D0 ≡ D(H0) ⊆ H
∞,
||δHD(t)ψ|| ≤ a(t) (||H0ψ||+ b ||ψ||), a(t) < 1, ∀ψ ∈ D0 (A.1)
and δHD(t) strongly differentiable in t on D0; then one has
i) HD(t) is self-adjoint on D0;
ii) there exists a unique family of strongly continuous unitary operators
UD(t, s), t, s ∈ R, satisfying UD(t, s)D0 ⊆ D0 and
i dUD(t, s)/dt = HD(t)UD(t, s), on D0; (A.2)
UD(t, s)UD(s, τ) = UD(t, τ). (A.3)
Moreover, one has
i dUD(t, s)/ds = −UD(t, s)HD(s), on D0.
Proof. i) follows from Kato theorem. ii) follows from [10] for t ≥ s.
For t < s, UD(t, s) is obtained ([15], Theorem X.71) as the solution of
eq. (A.2) with HD(t) replaced by −HD(t). Then,
i dUD(t, s)/ds = −UD(t, s)HD(s)
and UD(t, s)UD(s, τ) = UD(t, τ) follows ∀t, s, τ ∈ R. ✷
Proposition A.1 provides the existence and uniqueness of the refer-
ence dynamics UD(t) ≡ UD(t, 0) as the solution of eq. (2.1) on the do-
main D(H0) (stable under UD(t) and UD(t)
−1). Proposition A.1 does
not directly apply to the case of Coulomb scattering, eq. (2.2), since
1/|p|t is not Kato small with respect to H0; however, the replacement
1/|p|t → 1/(|p|t + 1) defines a reference dynamics yielding unitarily
equivalent Møller operators and Proposition A.1 applies.
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Definition A.2 Under the above assumptions, δHD(t) is said to be
asymptotically vanishing if, in eq. (A.1), a(t)→ 0 for |t| → ∞.
Proposition A.3 If HD(t) is asymptotically vanishing, then
UD(t+ s, t) = UD(t+ s)UD(t)
−1 s−→|t|→∞ U0(s) . (A.4)
Moreover, if D0 is stable under UD(t) in the strong form
||H0UD(t)ψ|| ≤ c ||H0ψ||+ b
′ ||ψ||, ∀ψ ∈ D0 , (A.5)
one has
UD(t + s)− U0(s)UD(t)
s
−→ 0 (A.6)
for |t| → ∞, uniformly for s in finite intervals, i.e., UD(t) is asymp-
totically free.
Proof. In fact, ∀ψ, χ ∈ D0, t→∞,
|(d/ds)(χ, U0(s)
∗UD(t+ s, t)ψ)| = |(δHD(t+ s)U0(s)χ, UD(t+ s, t)ψ)| ≤
≤ a(t + s)(||H0χ||+ b ||χ||) ||ψ|| →t→∞ 0.
Therefore, ∀ψ ∈ H∞,
U0(s)
∗UD(t+ s, t)ψ →weakly ψ ;
actually, the convergence is strong, since the norm is preserved.
Moreover, ∀ψ ∈ D0,
||(d/ds)UD(t)
∗U0(s)
∗UD(t+ s)ψ|| = ||δHD(t+ s)UD(t+ s)ψ|| ≤
≤ a(t + s) (||H0UD(t+ s)ψ||+ b ||ψ||)→|t|→∞ 0 ,
by eq. (A.5). This implies U(t)−1D U0(s)
−1UD(t + s) → 1 and eq. (A.6)
follows. ✷
Eq. (A.4) also reads
UD(t + s)
−1 ∼|t|→∞ UD(t)
−1U0(s)
−1, (A.7)
which means that UD(t)
−1 has U0(s)
−1 as its (unique) right asymptotic
group. However, this does not imply eq. (2.22) and in fact the notions of
right and left asymptotic group are rather different since, as remarked
in Section 2.2, left asymptotic groups are not unique.
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B Conditions for properties 1-3 of adiabatic
switching
The relation between the above general definition of ε regularization
and the standard heuristic formulas [16] may be realized by noticing
that 1), 2) apply to potential scattering, with H0 the free Hamiltonian.
In fact:
a) Eq. (4.2) follows from eq. (4.1) if HI is Kato small with respect to
H0, since then
||HIe
−iH0tψ|| ≤ a||H0ψ||+ b||ψ||, (B.1)
so that
||
d
dt
Uε(t)−1 U0(t)ψ|| ∈ L
1.
Such a condition implies that Uε(t) is asymptotically free.
Ωε0 is unitary if (U
ε(t)−1Uε(t+s))∗ converges and this easily follows ifHI
is bounded or if HI is Kato small with respect to H0 and ||H0U
ε(t)ψ||
is polynomially bounded in t for ψ in a dense domain.
Clearly, both eq. (4.2) and the unitarity of Ωε0 hold if e
−ε|t| is replaced
by a function fε(t) with compact support.
b) Strong convergence of Ωε0 is necessary for the ε regularization to
be useful. For short range (O(r−1−ε)) potentials Ωε0 converges strongly
to Ω0, for all fε(t) which converge to 1 pointwise and are uniformly
bounded (in this case ||HI U0(t)ψ|| ∈ L
1 and the result follows from
Uε(t)
s
→ε→0 U(t) and from the Lebesgue dominated convergence).
In quantum field theory models, even with short range interactions, the
Ωε0 involve divergent terms of order 1/ε and in order to get convergence
one must eliminate persistent effects by introducing counterterms in
HI . This happens, e.g., in the Wentzel model, see [16] p. 339-351, and
in the Pauli-Fierz model [1] in the case of of massive photons, where
one has divergent phase factors. In this case, the counterterm is a mass
renormalization.
c) For short range potentials eq. (4.7) holds, by a dominated conver-
gence argument as in b) and the interpolation formula (4.10) follows.
d) The considerations of a) apply to condition (4.14). In fact, if δHεD(t)
is asymptotically vanishing (Definition A.2), the existence of the limit
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in eq. (4.14) follows withW ε an isometric operator; again, the unitarity
of W ε follows if ||H0U
ε
D(t)ψ|| is polynomially bounded in t, for ψ in a
dense domain.
In quantum field theory models, as remarked before, in general the
convergence of Ωε requires the introduction of counter terms in HI ,
which must be taken into account in the choice of HID. This phe-
nomenon is displayed by the model in Ref. [14].
In general, one may also exploit the choice of a reference dynamics,
with an adiabatic switching satisfying 1) and 2), for the construction of
Møller operators even in presence of persistent effects due to HI . In this
case, 3) does not hold and, if Uεas converges as ε→ 0, U˜
ε(s) converges
to a unitary group U(s) on ΩH, leading to the interpolation formula
U(s) Ω = ΩUas(s). A trivial QFT example is provided by a mass
perturbation of a free Hamiltonian, Hε(t) = H0 + e
−ε|t|∆m, choosing
HεD(t) = H
ε(t); then U(s) = Uas(s) = e
−iH0t. A less trivial example is
provided by the model of Ref. [14] with the Coulomb potential replaced
by a short range potential.
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